The nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) system normally targets mRNAs with premature termination codons (PTCs) for rapid degradation. We investigated for a putative role of NMD in cancers with microsatellite instability (MSI-H cancers), because numerous mutant mRNAs containing PTC are generated in these tumors as a consequence of their mismatch repair deficiency. Using a quantitative RT -PCR approach in a large series of colorectal cancer cell lines, we demonstrate a significantly increased rate of degradation of mutant mRNAs containing a PTC compared with wild-type. A specific siRNA strategy was used to inhibit RENT-1 and/or RENT-2 activity, two major genes in the NMD system. This allowed us to show that increased degradation of PTC-containing mRNAs in MSI-H tumors was partly dependent upon NMD activity. The efficiency of NMD for the degradation of mutant mRNAs from target genes was highly variable in these cancers. NMD degraded some of them (TGFßRII, MSH3, GRK4), although allowing the persistent expression of others (BAX,. This is of particular interest within the context of a proposed conservation of biological activity for the corresponding mutated proteins. We thus propose that NMD might play an important role in the selection of target gene mutations with a functional role in MSI-H carcinogenesis.
INTRODUCTION
A subset of cancers is characterized by mismatch repair (MMR) deficiency arising from the inactivation of mismatch repair genes (1, 2, 3) . As a consequence, these tumors exhibit a so-called mutator phenotype, which is characterized by global instability affecting microsatellite repeat sequences. These cancers are inherited when they occur within the context of the hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC) syndrome (4, 5, 6, 7) or can occur sporadically in 10 -15% of colorectal, gastric and endometrial carcinomas (8) . It has been clearly shown that simple inactivation of a MMR gene is not by itself a transforming event and therefore additional genetic changes are believed necessary for MSI-H cells to become malignant. Most are 1 or 2 bp insertion or deletion mutations found within genes containing coding repeat sequences that are particularly prone to alterations in MSI-H cancers (9) . These mutations result in frameshifts leading to the synthesis of mutant mRNAs containing premature termination codons (PTCs) and encoding for truncated proteins. Even if most of them are thought to be loss of function events affecting putative tumor suppressor genes with a putative role in these tumors, there is a lack of functional studies relying on the biological activity of the corresponding mutated proteins.
The nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) system targets mRNAs with PTC for rapid degradation. It is mediated through the assembly of protein complexes derived from genes such as those of the UPF family and including RENT-1/UPF-1, RENT-2/UPF-2, UPF-3A and UPF-3B (10) . RENT-1 has been shown to play a crucial role in NMD function, whereas the function of other components of this system is thought to be more redundant. The discrimination of PTC-containing mRNAs in mammalian cells depends on their position within the molecule. Schematically, termination codons located more than 55 nucleotides upstream of the most 3 0 exon-exon junction are interpreted as premature by the NMD system, reflecting the importance of splicing in mammalian NMD. downstream of this site are therefore not recognized by the NMD system (11) . NMD has been shown to play a beneficial role in several pathologies by favoring the elimination of mRNAs that encode for potentially dominant negative proteins (12) . In other clinical contexts including some cancers, inhibition of NMD may prevent the degradation of transcripts containing PTC that encode for fully or partly functional truncated proteins (12) .
Little is known about the activity of NMD in MSI-H tumors, even though it is expected to play an important role by halting the expression of many genes that are targeted by the mutator pathway in these cancers. Inhibition of mRNA decay by non-specific drugs such as emitine has allowed the identification of two mutated target genes whose mRNAs were highly degraded by this system (13) . Nevertheless, this drug also induces a stress response that results in the upregulation of many transcripts. We therefore developed an alternate approach to investigate NMD function in MSI-H colorectal carcinogenesis. NMD activity was significant in this cancer subgroup and was associated with differential rates of decay of frameshift-mutated mRNAs. Our findings suggest that NMD activity influences the assortment of mutational events that occur during MSI-H carcinogenesis.
RESULTS
Overall decay of mutated mRNAs in colorectal cancer cells Target gene expression values (@Ct) for BAX, CBF2, IGFIIR,  MSH3, MSH6, RAD50, TCF-4, BLM, RECQL, ATR, RBBP8,  TLOC1, TFDP2, CASP5, GRK4, GRB14 and TGFßRII mRNAs were determined in MSI-H and non-MSI cell lines. None of the selected target genes showed coding repeat mutations in the non-MSI cell lines taken as negative controls, whereas all were previously shown (14, 15) to be heterozygous or homozygous mutants in MSI-H cell lines (1 bp deletion or insertion). To examine the putative effect of these frameshift alterations on the overall expression of the corresponding mutant mRNAs, @Ct values were normalized and classified into three groups according to the mutational status of each target gene in these cancers (wild-type, heterozygous, homozygous). A highly significant negative effect for the presence of these alterations was observed with the global level of expression of the corresponding mRNAs (Stata nptrend, P , 1 Â 10 27 ). This effect was still highly significant when only the data relating to mRNA expression in the nine MSI-H cancer cell lines was considered (Stata nptrend, P , 1.5 Â 10 24 ).
Differential impact of frameshift mutations on the expression of mutant mRNAs in MSI-H colorectal cancer cells
The @Ct values relative to each target gene are indicated in Figure 1 by black triangles, gray squares and white lozenges for homozygous mutations, heterozygous mutations and wild-type genes, respectively. The presence of frameshift mutations was shown to affect mRNA expression levels for the corresponding genes to varying degrees. Although fluctuating expression levels were observed for each gene depending on the cell line and the low frequency of some mutational events in these tumors, a correlation was seen for some target genes (indicated by an arrow e.g. CBF2, MSH3, GRB14; Stata nptrend: P ¼ 0,02, P ¼ 0,008 and P ¼ 0,003, respectively) ( Fig. 1 ). For others, there was only a tendency for association with degradation (e.g. BAX, IGFIIR, MSH6, . Genes for which a significant decay of the corresponding mutated mRNAs was observed are indicated by an arrow.
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Human Molecular Genetics, 2005, Vol. 14, No. 16 RAD50, BLM, RECQL, ATR, TLOC1, GRK4, TGFßRII ). In contrast, no degradation and even increased expression of TCF-4, RBBP8, TFDP2 and CASP-5 was observed. Among these four latter genes, TCF-4 was the only one whose frameshift mutation leads to a PTC localized downstream of the last intron/exon junction, as indicated in Table 1 . These results suggest differential effects of frameshift mutation on the degradation of mRNAs in MSI-H colorectal cancer cell lines. Some examples of target gene expression values (@Ct) obtained in the cell lines (including MSI-H and non-MSI samples taken as negative controls) are presented in Figure 2 .
Re-expression of frameshift mutant mRNAs achieved by RENT-1 silencing in MSI-H colorectal cancer cells
Using a siRNA strategy, RENT-1 expression was repressed by 70% in HCT116, LS174T, Co115, SW48 and LoVo MSI-H cell lines. Target mRNA expression values were measured in cells transfected with either the RENT-1 siRNA or the CVII siRNA control, and the percentages of activation ( p ) were calculated by the formula (p ) ¼ 2 2@@Ct Â 100, where @@Ct corresponds to the difference between @Ct obtained in cells transfected with RENT-1 and CVII siRNAs.
Using p as an index, a highly significant effect for the re-expression of mutated mRNAs was specifically observed in RENT-1 siRNA-transfected MSI-H cells (Kruskal -Wallis equality of populations rank test; P ¼ 5 . 10 24 ), whereas the expression of wild-type mRNA was unaffected (Fig. 3) . RENT-1 inhibition induced a stronger re-expression of genes in cell lines harboring a mutation on both alleles compared with those with only one mutant allele (Fig. 3 ).
Differential decay of mutant mRNAs containing PTC in MSI-H cancer cells
The overall impact of RENT-1 silencing on the re-expression of heterozygously mutated target genes was generally quite difficult to detect (Fig. 3) . The functional impact of RENT-1 silencing on the mRNA re-expression of homozygous mutants appeared inconsistent, however, as illustrated by the enhanced re-expression of TGFßRII, MSH3 and GRK4 (P , 0,05, Student's t-test) when compared with that of BAX and TCF-4 which remained unchanged (Fig. 3) . These argue for a differential decay of mutant mRNAs containing a PTC in MSI-H cells. If it can be speculated that the site of PTC mutation within the TCF4 transcript (final exon) renders this mRNA unrecognizable to the NMD system, the reason why BAX expression is insensitive to RENT-1 inhibition remains to be determined.
RENT-1 and RENT-2 have an additive effect for frameshift mutation-derived mRNA decay in MSI-H cancer cells
By inhibiting either RENT-1 and/or RENT-2 mRNA expression at comparable rates (70%) in HCT116 cells, NMD activity was found to depend mainly on RENT-1 activity. This highlights the crucial role of this latter protein in NMD system, as already reported. An additive functional effect of these two factors on the decay of homozygously mutated mRNAs containing PTC (TGFßRII, MSH3, GRK4) was, however, observed (Fig. 4) . Human
DISCUSSION
Numerous genes containing coding repeat sequences have so far been reported as targets in the mutator pathway of MMR-deficient cancers (9) . As a consequence, numerous frameshift mutation-derived mRNAs containing PTCs are generated in these tumors. In most cases, these alterations are of unknown functional consequences. Because the expected outcome of frameshift alterations is usually loss of function, most of these mutations have been reported in genes with a putative tumor suppressor function (e.g. in TGFßRII, BAX, IGFIIR, MSH3, MSH6, RAD50 and others). However, in some cases, other functional consequences have been proposed for the presence of these alterations. It has been suggested, for instance, that some of these mutations might have a dominant negative effect (16) or that others could be activating, gain of function mutations (17) . As a system that could interfere with the transcriptional regulation of mutated target genes in MSI-H cancers, NMD has thus been proposed to play a role in MSI-H carcinogenesis (13) . By analyzing mRNA expression of several target genes containing repeats in which mutations had previously been reported in a panel of MSI-H and non-MSI colorectal cell lines, we found strong evidence for a significant degradation process of frameshift mutation-derived mRNAs in MSI-H cancers. Silencing of RENT-1 expression was then performed on five MSI-H cell lines and allowed us to show that this degradative process was partly dependent on NMD activity (Fig. 3) . By RNA silencing of either RENT-1, RENT-2 or both these important NMD factors in the HCT116 cell line, we obtained evidence that frameshift mutation-derived mRNA decay was mainly dependent on RENT-1 activity, with RENT-2 playing a minor but additive role in the process (Fig. 4) . Taken together, our data show that NMD is highly involved in target gene mRNA expression levels in MSI-H tumors.
Interestingly, the decay of mutant mRNAs containing PTCs in MSI-H colorectal cancer cell lines differed according to the target gene. Furthermore, variable re-expression rates of these mutant mRNAs were observed following silencing of RENT-1 in these tumors. The fact that we found evidence for differential decay of mutant mRNAs containing PTC in MSI-H cancers is not so surprising. Many transcripts containing PTCs have already been reported not to obey this prediction in normal cells, indicating an incomplete understanding of NMD (12) . We found that TGFßRII, MSH3 and GRK4 mutant mRNAs were sensitive to mRNA decay, whereas others such as BAX or TCF-4 were not. TGFßRII was the first reported target gene in MSI-H colorectal carcinoma (18) . It is mutated at high frequencies in these cancers, and functional studies demonstrate that these frameshift mutations lead to a loss of TGFßRII tumor suppressor function. The frequent MSH3 loss of function frameshift mutation (19) , as a second hit affecting the MMR pathway during tumoral progression, has been proposed to play an important role by increasing the overall instability phenomenon characterizing these tumors (14) . GRK4 has previously been reported as frequently mutated in MSI-H colorectal primary tumors (20) . Although functional studies are lacking, mutations affecting this G protein-linked receptor kinase are thought to activate multiple intracellular signaling pathways. We observed efficient decay of these three potential tumor suppressor gene mutant mRNAs by NMD in MSI-H cell lines. Conversely, NMD did not lead to efficient degradation of the pro-apoptotic BAX mutated mRNA whose alteration is frequent in MSI-H colorectal cancers and has been shown to confer selective advantage during tumor clonal evolution (21) . It was also unable to degrade the frameshift mutation-derived TCF-4 mRNA, as expected, because in this latter case, the PTC of this gene is localized within its last exon. Of interest, mutated TCF-4 is suspected to be oncogenic in MSI-H cancers by enhancing Wnt/Wingless signaling, because the TCF-4 frameshift mutation is believed to enhance the transactivation properties of the protein via a complex mechanism that favors the synthesis of isoforms lacking the ability to bind CtBP, a transcriptional repressor of the TCF/LEF family (17) . We have found this protein to be highly expressed in homozygously mutated MSI-H colorectal cancer cell lines (Dartigues et al., manuscript in preparation).
On the basis of analysis of the expression of a series of 17 target genes for instability, these data argue, thus, for a differential decay of mutant mRNA in MSI-H cancers. This is of particular interest within the context of a proposed conservation of biological activity for the corresponding mutated proteins. It can be assumed indeed that among the numerous frameshift mutational events that occur during MSI-H tumoral progression, a number of them would lead to the complete inactivation of the corresponding mutated proteins, while others would allow the persistence of a normal or abnormal residual activity of these mutants. A retained activity of the mutated proteins is particularly expected for target genes containing repeats localized downstream of important functional domains. This has been already proposed for RIZ (22) and AXIN2 (16), e.g. as shown in Figure 5 , differential decay of mRNA mutants containing PTC would thus be oncogenic either by contributing to the degradation of some mutant mRNA encoding for proteins that have conserved a residual tumor suppressor function or by allowing the expression of others harboring dominant Human
negative or gain of function mutations. In that context, the relative insensitivity of BAX mutated mRNA to NMD is here of unclear functional significance. It may be related to the putative residual apoptotic function of the corresponding protein.
Finally, NMD failure to degrade mutated mRNAs containing PTC downstream of the last intron/exon junction is expected to allow the expression of a number of mutated proteins with unknown residual functions, among which those with an oncogenic role would be selected for in these tumors, as TCF-4 and probably others.
Cancers showing microsatellite instability are frequent neoplasms characterized by distinct biological and clinical properties. We show here for the first time a specific involvement of the NMD pathway in MSI-H carcinogenesis that was associated with important modification of target gene expression in these tumors. In the context of MMR deficiency, it therefore appears to be not only a physiological process involved in mRNA maintenance as in normal cells, but rather a general process whose activity leads to different decay rates of mutated mRNAs harboring PTC in these cancers. According to these findings, NMD is expected to generate profound modification of the MSI-H tumoral transcriptome with an additive oncogenic effect. Its specific in vivo inhibition by drugs, similar to that used here, could be of therapeutic interest for the specific treatment of these tumors. Such an approach needs to be performed on MMRdeficient animal models of MSI-H tumors.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Cell lines and cultures
Eighteen colorectal cell lines (ALA, Co115, Colo320, FET, FRI, HCT116, HCT15, HT29, Isreco1, LoVo, LS1034, LS174T, LS513, RKO, SW48, TC7, TC71, V9P) of which nine were MSI-H (Co115, HCT116, HCT15, LoVo, LS174T, RKO, TC7, TC71) had previously been screened for frameshift mutations (14, 15) Quantitative RT -PCR analysis of target mRNAs in colorectal cancer cell lines Total RNA was extracted from each cell line using the RNEasy extraction kit (Qiagen), and cDNA was synthesized using the high capacity cDNA archive Kit (Applied Biosystems). For quantitative RT -PCR experiments, expression values were obtained from the Ct number at which the increase in signal associated with exponential amplification of PCR products starts to be detected using the Applied SDS Biosystems analysis software according to the manufacturer's instruction. Quantitation of the 18S ubiquitous RNA was used as the endogeneous reference. Results were expressed as N-fold difference in target gene expression relative to 18S expression (@Ct), where @Ct was determined in each case by subtracting the average Ct value of the target gene from the average Ct value of the 18S gene. @Ct is inversely correlated to the relative expression values by the formula:
Relative gene expression ðEÞ ¼ 2
À@Ct
Primers and internal probes for 18S and the 17 target genes were those proposed on demand by Applied Biosystems (TaqMan gene expression assays on demand). For each set 
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of primers, a no-template control and a no-reverse transcriptase control (reverse transcriptase-negative) assays produced negligible signals (usually Ct . 35), and were used to confirm the absence of primer -dimer formation and genomic DNA contamination. PCR reactions were performed in triplicate using an ABI Prism 7900 Sequence Detection System and the TaqMan PCR master mix (Applied Biosystems). The thermal cycling conditions comprised an initial denaturation step at 958C for 10 min and 40 cycles at 958C for 15 s and 608C for 1 min.
Transient transfection assays of cell lines using RENT-1 and RENT-2 siRNA HCT116, LS174T, Co115, SW48 and LoVo MSI-H colorectal cell lines were maintained in DMEM (Life Technologies) containing 10% FCS (Invitrogen). They were transiently transfected in 35 mm dishes in the presence of 100 nM of siRNA duplexes directed against RENT-1, RENT-2 or of non-specific siRNA duplexes (CVII) (Dharmacon) using the lipofectamine 2000 reagent (Invitrogen) and according to manufacturer's instructions. About 50 nM of each RENT-1 and RENT-2 siRNA were used in the case of mixed transfection experiments. An siRNA directed against GAPDH (Dharmacon) was used as transfection control. Cells were collected for total RNA extraction 72 h post-transfection. Each transfection experiment was performed twice and in triplicate. Medium E-values (relative gene expression) were calculated as reported earlier in cells transfected with either RENT or CVII siRNA.
Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were performed using the STATA 8 package (Stata Corporation, 4905 Lakeway Drive, College Station, TX 77845, USA). Conversely, its absence of activity would be of functional significance in some cases by allowing the expression of mutated proteins that harbor either a dominant negative or a gain of function mutation.
